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T_T.S_3_0 April 23, 1975

The Honorable John R. Stevenson

Ambassador, Special Representative of

the President for the Law of the

Sea Conference

Thicd Conference, UNLOS

Geneva, Switzerland

Dear Ambassador Stevenson:

We have the honor to write to you jointly on behalf of the

Micronesian Delegation to the Law of the Sea Conference and

the Joint Committee on Future Staa_ of the Congress of Micro-

nesia. We address the US Government, through you, and request
an answer which will be the answer of the US Government.

The Conference on the Law of the Sea, and the consideration of:

future status matters in Micronesia, have reached a point %;here

answers are needed on several issues of fundamental importance

.to _iicronesia.

We have discussed these matters in general terms previously,

and you will understand that the same considerations that led

us to request separate representation at the Conference so as

to defend the resource interests of Micronesia apply to the

exercise of the resource benefits arising from the economic

zon_ d_d:oLher features of the _ ....... _ ..... _ c_n__tion

at the Conference.

Accordingly, we would appreciate your support in achieving hhe

following results, and we would appreciate the speediest pos-

sible answers to the following inquiries:
£

io Will the US agree that the elected representatives of the

Micronesian people, that is, the Congress of Micronesia,

shall have the authority to exercise and dispose of the

resource rights confirmed by or arising from the Conven-

tion, with respect to Micronesian territory?

2. Accordingly, will the US agree to support a provision in

the Convention permitting UN trust territories to become

parties to the Convention, and to support Micronesian

access to the dispute Settlement procedure to be estab-
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lished under the Convention, as well as to any other

dispute settlement procedure which may be necessary to

permit Micronesia to vindicate its rights under the

Convention directly, on behalf of the inhabitants of

Micronesia, and in the n_me of Micronesia?

3. Will the US agree that Micronesia represent itself in

international negotiations respecting resource rights

arising from this and other law of the sea conventions,
*

including, for example, full participation as the voting

representative for Micronesia in any existing or future

regional and international fishery organizations, and in

the negotiation and conclusion of bilateral and multila-

teral agreements implementing law of the sea conventions

or making fishery and other resource arrangements on the

basis of such conventions, international, or domestic la_?

4. Will the US agree thatif the privileges of Convention

adhesion including access to dispute settlement machinery

are made available to Micronesia solely on account of its

current character as a UN trust territory, the la<;[ul

successor entity or entities shall continue to have such

rights, and that such succession of rights shall be appro-

priate!y safeguarded, in the Convention if possible, and

by agreement between the US and Micronesia in any event?

In our previous discussions, reference has been made to uh.=

status negotiations as bearing on these points. The po!i-

tical status agreements so far negotiated, however, are silent

on all of these points, and do not purport to cover them ex-

plicitly. The representatives of the Congress of Micronesia

in the status negotiations did explicitly state to _mb]ssador

Willi&ms that they regard the sea resources of the economic

zone as internal resources of Mieronesia, i.e., resources

within the internal affairs jurisdiction of the gover_.ent of

Micronesia, and not a part of "foreign affairs."

Uncertainty arises because the existing draft documents

confide foreign policy powers under future status arr_=ng=_m_n_.._s

to the United States, and because in other contexts the United

States Government has taken the position in strong terms that

foreign policy powers carry with them, as an incident of those

/
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powers, control over the resources of the sea. Such a con-

clusion would appear quite unwarranted in the context of a

trust territory, over which the US does not exercise

sovereignty, or in the case of the Trusteeship Agreement, in

which not "foreign policy" or foreign relations", but merely

military security functions are entrusted to the trustee

power. Such military security responsibilities would seem to

bear no substantial relationship to the exercise of po:,,;er

over the sea resources of Micronesia. (It should be clearly

stated and noted that we do not question or seek to diminish

the military responsibilities and necessary powers arising

therefrom granted to the a_hministering authority under the UN

Charter and the Trusteeship Agreement. Those responsibilities

and powers are only in the smallest measure, however, related
to the control of all of the resource interests and powers of

Micronesia in its economic zone or archipelagic or inland

waters ).
!

When the Micronesian people are as_:ed, in the near future, to

give advice or make decisions regarding their future polit-c-_l

status, they and the Congress of Micronesia %¢ilI want a clear

answer from this Delegation and from the Joint ComJnittee on

• %,n_._n=r th% pow_ to exercise fully all t_-_Future Status on .'__ -_ _ - _-_

rights in the economic zone do now, and will in the future,

belong to [,4icronesia, or to the US. They will %cant to knc_,

who in fact :,till exercise those sea resource rights an@. po<.;ers,

who will negotiate the relevant agreements with distant _±._n

ing states, who will represent Micronesia in international

fishing organizations to determine the resource rights of

Micronesia, who will issue the relevant cons_Lv_tion and T_?.nage-

ment regulations, _.Tho will set and collect the appropriate

license or other fees, and the like.

In our view, the answers to the above questions must clearly
be: the elected representatives of the Micronesian oeo.,mi_

during t_e trustees:.im, and the lawful government of "_lic[-o-_.esla

thereafter. The resource rights confirmed or created by the

Law of the Sea Convention are rights of the inhao__u_n_s of

Micronesia. The Trus _ - ",_ee_hlp Agreement, far from contemplating

the transfer of effective control of Micronesian resources to

the administering authority, recognizes the responsibility of

!, _ -,,.•,c,__C)
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the trustee power to preserve, protect, and enhance the

resources of the inhao!uants of Micronesia. To the extent

that old resource interests are confirmed or new interests

are created by the Convention, these are resource property

interests of the inhabitants of Micronesia, to be managed

by them like any oLhe_ resource interests. It follows that i

to the extent any further action may be necessary to define

and give definitive scope to these resource interests, such

action is an incident of the ownership rights in the re- _
sources. The fact that dealing with foreigners are involved

in such matters, and to LhaL e_en_.... may involve "foreign

relations" does not change the management and vindication of

resource property rights into an incident of the military

security responsibility of the administering authority.
J

J

Although we believe the above to be the answers to the cues-

tions raised we are required by our responsibilities to

ascertain that the US Government shares and will continue to

take the same vie_ with respect to N_icronesia, and to request

the support of the US Gov_r._:_._nt=n._,= in achieving general ....._,{-E ,==,-."J 9 _"-- i

tion and implementation of these views.

We are available in-mediately to consider with you and you_-

i staff, and with o_her interested delegations, wording for hh_

appropriate Convention articles which may best give eff:_ct ho

these purposes. It will in our opinion be possible to secure

general support for a provision that a UN trust territory and

a territory a_Ouministered by the UN may be a party to th9 con-

vention. A closely analogous precedent seems to exist, and

in any ew=nL., we both hope for general supporu and are confi-

dent that especially with US support, such a provision can be

approved at the Conference.

We are also available at the _-up;-opi-iate_ _,..._,_,and _._ .....*,_._

basic issue is agreed, to consider with the US Government

whether and how to seek to delimit and define our resp__l _

functions in exercising resource rights on the one hand, and

military security responsibilities on the other, with refe-

rence to the Convention provisions.

Last, Mr. Ambassador, the Delegation to the Law of the Sea

Conference would like to take this occasion to express to you

b
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personally the high esteem of all members of the Delegation

for yourself, and their keen regret at the ne_.¢s that you

will not continue to lead the US Delegation after this ses-

sion of the Conference. Our disagreement on substance in no

way detracts from our high regard for you, or from our appre-

ciation of the courtesy and consideration you personally have

always shown us.

For the Micronesian Delegation to the

Law of the Sea Conference

...... . .,
Charles T. Domnick, Chairman

For the/Joint_/ C_.ffanittee!_on Future Status

LazarLis_ E. Sali'i, Chairman " "
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